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I) Data gathering and discussions with building owner/architect; 
2) Concept design i.e. configuring subsystems and components into a system; 
3) Overall system layoulS, sizing of major components and energy simulations; 
4) Detailed design i.e. design of lighting, heating and other components; 
5) Specifications and contract documents; 
6) Drafting. 

Computerised aids are extensively used in the design process e.g. ESP (2), BLAST, 
HCC, and Superduct (3). Typically these are used for simulation, component sizing, 
drafting and as word processing packages. However, at the predesign and concept 
design stages, where the most important decisions are made, little use is made of 
CAD. 

The concept design stage involves the engineer in determining the outline form of the 
final system. The design engineer combines various types of equipment to form a 
system that provides specified indoor environmental conditions at minimum life cycle 
cost. There are many possible system configurations from the numerous system 
components available. Choice of componenlS may be straightforward in small 
buildings with conceptually simple systems. However, in larger buildings and/or if 
serious attempts are made to recover heat or to use more than one heating/cooling 
source the systems can become very complex with many interacting subsystems and 
components. 

Many feasible configurations are ignored by the design engineer because of lack of 
experience with particular systems and/or project time limits. In a growing 
international market for consulting engineering services (4), and with continuing 
technological developments, it becomes increasingly important to make well informed 
and speedy decisions. A computerised design aid with an easily expandable knowledge 
base, and capable of making expert design decisions would be an invaluable tool. 
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Developing CJ\D tools for this level of design is not easy. Decisions made at lhis level 
ai:e not based on mathematical analysc.s of system layout but on knowledge, 
accumulated througl> experience, of descriptions and capabilities of various systems 
and components. Much of this knowledge is heuris(ic in nature, i.e. it is not based on 
any fundamental principle or algorithm, and is cliJficult to represent using 
contemporary symbolic and mathematical methods. 

2. Method of Approach 

Design, and in particular, conceptual design has been studied from the point of 
view of computer modelling (5, 6, 7, 8, 9). The approach to concept design used in 
this research is the optimal search of a problem or search space. The search space 
conrains all potential solutions or configurations of an energy system and an expen 
system is used to search for an optimal desjgn solution. 
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;br i:i;,~~/employ (IJ Symbolic reprc$enmtion, (2) Symbolic inference and (3)Heuristie 
search. These fcatu~ enable expert systems to represent, in a manageable way, the 
abstract knowledge, that is characteristic of conceptual design. This ability to make 
expert decisions d istinguishes them from conventional computer programmes which 
manipulate numerical data. Advantages of using an expert system approach in design 
of energy systems include: 

1) All feasible configurations arc considered and evaluated; 
2) Expert systems can be used as intelligent preprocessors and postprocessors to 

numerical or algorithmic routines which are used 10 evaluate developing 
system designs e.g. energy system simulation programmes or heat gain/heat 
los~ routines; 

3) The knowledge base can be modified or updated to consider changing trends 
or advances in new technology. 

2.J. Knowledge for Design 

Knowledge provides the means for achieving a high degree of problem solving 
ability and needs to be formally studied if one is to record it in a computerised 
knowledge base. In Al , a reprcscnllltion of knowledge is a combination of data 
structures and interpretative procedures that, if used in a certain way in a programme, 
will lead to knowledgeable behaviour (ll). These characteristics facilitate the 
representation of e>:perts' knowledge in computer programme.~. Knowledge for the 
des ign problem can be classified according 10 function as follows (1 ): 

I) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

Domain Knowledge • knowledge about subsystems and components e.g. 
boilers, VJ\ V systems, heal pumps; 
Const.raint Knowledge • constraints imposed by building location. building 
specifications, and economic limits; 
Procedural Knowledge • knowledge of how components can be selected and 
configured into a system and evaluated: 
Analysis Algorithms • knowledge of how to quantitatively evaluate 
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developing and final solutions e.g. use of simulation programmes; 
Solution Knowledge - knowledge of the developing system as the design 
proceeds e.g. sketches of the concept design. 

The representational characteristics of this knowledge are described in some detail in 
(12). The following sections describe how HV AC systems' components can be 
modelled in a hierarchical fashion. 

2.1. I. llVAC S~·stl'ms and Components - Domain Knowledge 

Designers reduce the comple:K.ity of an air-conditioning system by partitioning it 
imo M•bsy5tems and comp0nenL~. The entire system can thcn be understood in terms of 
It ~ •·mntM•ncnt plc:•:c:s :1111.l their i11tcm:lntionships. f'igurc 1 shows the partial 
hkrnr.-11 irn l rkt'< >111po~itin11 or the air-h11ndling plant. This breakdown is based on 
t ·1111 lc-1 ( I ,I) , 11Ju•h •.•l l hcnc nu hc~1111 1M•.nc nls arc co111poscd of many subtypes and 
s11h~•l 1111ll111c11rs. In tins wny n tree like h1emrchy can be derived. 
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Flgure 1 "Appmximale" Hierarchy ol Energy Syslems - breakdown 
by component (Part onJy shown) 
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A U'Ue hierarchy, however, is only an approximation to a rca.I system. A single 
component may perform more than one function . Heat pumps, for example, may heal 
or cool a space. Also, a single function may require more than one piece of equipment 
Heating, for example, requires a terminal unil and a hot nuid, and also heating plant to 
heat 1he fluid. This introduces the ccmcepl of an "f'lppr(Jximate /Jierarcliy" . 

Figure 2 shows a tree like classification of HVAC systems, with the full expansion of 
the air-water subtype. This tree is based on the classifications given in (14). 
Classification into a tree like hierarchy simplifies selection of a system, where a 
subtype shares many of its parent's general characteristics. 

2.2. Constraints 
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Fjgure 2 Classification or Energy System Types (Full HVAC onl)' 
shown), 

Constraints describe the requirements that must be satisfied by the final system. 
These constraints may be project constrai nis or component configuration design 
knowledge expressed in 1he form or constraints. Constraints may be classified 
hierarchically as shown in Figure 3. Project consuaints are specific to a given problem 
and ~ imposed by (i) Building specifications, (ii) Location and (iii) .Budget 
restrictions. An example of a project constraint is given by the following: 

If a room has a density of X people!m
2 

and there is heavy smoking, then minimum 
ventilation requirements are Y air-changes/hour. 

The density of people in the room is a constraint declared by virtue of the building 
function and layout; the amount of smoking is a factor depending on the function of 
the room. Combination of these two lower level constraints formulates a higher level 
constraint on the Building Energy System design. 

Design knowledge such as the compatability of two components or their suitability for 
a given function can be expressed in the form of component configuration constraints. 
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Figure 3 Hierarchy or Constraints. 
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2.3. Design or HV AC Systems - Procedural Knowledge 

The view of a system in terms of subsystems corresponds to the view of the 
dc-~ign procedure in terms of goals and subgoals. In some cases tl1c goals and subgoa'ls 
will be indcpcJu.1"nl or each other. In gencr:il. however, the subgoals do in1crac1 (if 
only loose ly) and 1his is h1111dlcd by constraint propagation bc1wccn che interacting 
subproblems. For eirnmple, consider the energy conversion plant or the lluilding 
Energy System shown in figure 4. 111e syMem opcrn1cs on the principle 1hat the heat 
pump recovers heat from building z.one-• which need cooling and dchumidilicalion and 
suppl_ics the energy to zones which simultaneously need heating. ConvcationaJ boilers 
and refrigeration units provide the extra heating and cooling lnat is needed al certain 
times of the year. In 1he design procedure, addition of heating and cooling plant 10 
HVAC system may be treated as two separate subgoals If refrigeration units or boilers 
are used. However, these subgoals obviously interact when a heat pump is being 
selected. This is illustrated in Figure 5. 
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Figure 4 Block Schematic ol a Typical Energy Sys1em FIGURE 5 1Hus1r11tion ol lnleracling Goals 

A power1 ul tool to help m lhe selection or a system i$ a rating strategy which 
evaluates the comparative pcrfom1ance of various systems under given de-~ign 
specifications. Selection is usually a compromise between what is ideal and what Is 
practicable for a gi"en situation. A system under consideration has specific operating 
and maintenance co51S and also has some charactcri$tics and operation performance 
which differs from o ther systems. II is important, therefore, to compare the syslcms 
on a common basis. A useful rating strategy and one amenable to progr.tmming is that 
u~d by Dubin (15). A list of characteristics or "items of c.onsidcratit?n'' (IOC's) are 
considered for each system. The importance of each roe for a given applica1ion is 
determined and assigned a number (P factor) from I to I 0. Each energy system will 
differ in degree of performance for each lOC. /\. Weight Factor (IV) on a scale from I 
to 10, with 10 being the mosi satil;factory. is assigned to each system for each IOC. /\. 
Relative Benefits Factor (RBF) may be defined as follows : 

RBF(IOC) ~ P x W (I) 

The total RBF of each system, for a given application, maybe evaluated: 

. 
Total RBF = }: RBF(/OC) (2) 

IOC=I 

The Cost Benefits factor may then be calculated as follows: 

CBF = Total RBFl(Tocal operating coses + Total owning coses) (3) 

The system with the highest RBF or the lowest CBF is the optimum system. 
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3. Functional Description of the Expert system 

The preliminary design of energy systems has been successfully modelled using 
an expert system IDABES (lnrclJjgent Design Assistant for Building Energy Systems) 
wh.ich is under developmeni in the Mechanical Engineering DcpL, University College 
Galway. The decision making and "experts" knowledge or lDABES is coded in OPS5, 
a general purpose Al programming language, while the analysis and graphical routines are "'°lien in f0R1RAN. 

3.1. Architecture of Expert System 

The architecture of IDABES is similar to a pure Production Systems layout (16) 
with some additional componenis and is shown in Figure 6. 

A Rule-Based Programme or Production System is a computer programme that 
explicitly incorporates production rules to represent knowledge. A production rule is a 
conditional statement composed of conditions and actions. It consists of an IF part and 
a TI-lEN part; IF condition I, condition 2, ... THEN action 1, action 2. An action 
typically modifies a data. base or it may be some arbitrarily defined function. 

The user inteiface is is a display manager and arranges input and output data in an easy to read manner. 

The control strategy contains the procedures, implicit and explicit, lhat detennine the 
O\'erall order of problem solving activities. It acts upoun problem data and knowledge 
in the rule base 10 solve the design problem. 

The global data base reflects the state of the developing solution. A description of the 
building, its characteristic- and of the selec1ed system are stored here during execution. 

The ni/c base contains the production rules· of the expert system and represent most of 
the design knowledge. The production rules are organised into modules which are 
responsible for the goal nature of lhe design. 

Data base I contains knowledge of energy system characteristics represented in tabular 
and linked-data format (17). Various design procedures are also represented here. 

Data base 2 contains weather da1a stored in conventional sequen1ial data files. 

The analysis routines which are called by the production rules, are used to calculate 
the thermal load and ventilation requirements of the building. 

""""... ,.....,. 
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Figure 6 Architecture or Exper1 Syslem. 
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3.2. Design Procedure 

The design procedure as implemented is 
comprised of the following subgoals: 

1) Formulation of building specifications 
- includes data gathering; 

2) Determination of thermal characteristics 
of the building; 

3) Determination of priority factors of the 
building and evaluateion of systems; 

4) Selection of a basic system type; 

A goal oriented approach to the solution is 
implemented by using rule modules. Each module 
is responsible for a specific goal or subgoal. Rules 
within a module are independent pieces of code 
and interact via the global data base, which is 
modified by the action of the rules. Typically there 
is a single rule in a module that is activated when 
the goal has been achieved or cannot be achieved 
given the current availability of information. The 
following is an example of such a rule. 

IF Goal is Analyse Building Temperarure 
AND All relevant data has been formulated 

FIGURE 7 F~w Chart of Design Procedure 

THEN Modify Goal to check if sufficient areas of the building have been analysed. 

If sufficient area has not been analysed in order to determine the buildings' overall 
characteristics the expert system will decide on a further relevant area, and will in tum 
reactivate the goal "Get Room Data" before any more analysis is performed. 

The thermal characteristics of the building are analysed using FORTRAN-coded 
routine.;, based on C!BS guide. The input data for these i~ obtained and arranged by 
the production rules of 1he expert system. In this way lhc expert system behaves as a 
preprocessor of input da1a. 

The goal "Detem1i11a1ion of Pri'oriry Factors" of lhe building evaluate.; quantitatively 
the priorities for the bu.ilding in 1enns of its air-conditioning requ irements. The priority 
factors arc determined using experts experiential knowledge coded in production rules. 
Each rule in this module contains a piece of knowledge about a par1icular factor 
influencing the selection of an HVAC system. Due to the indepcndance of mlc..~ from 
each other a particular rule will be activated only if it is relevant; irrelevant rules will 
simply not be considered. 

When this goal has been achieved the goal "Selection of a Basic System Type" begins. 
Selection of a system type is done using a combination of results of the thermal 
analysis and the priority factors as previously determined. The first step in the 
selection of a system is to select a basic system type from the three basic subtypes: 
Heating Only with Natural Ventilation; Heating Only with Mechanical Ventilation or 
Full HV AC. The expert system behaves as a postprocessor of output from the analysis 
routines and selects a basic system type. An example of a rule that is relevant to this 
part of the design is as follows: 

IF Goal is Analyse thermal load 
AND Perimeter does not require air conditioning 
AND Perimeter does not require mechanical veniilation 
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THEN Select "Heating Only with Natural Ventilation" as the basic syslem type. 

Selection of a subtype ftom lower in the hierarchy is done using the value of Total 
RBF as described in section . Data base 1 is searched using a beam search paradigm 
and the resulting system is output to the user via the interface. Figure 8 illustrates 
.typical outpul of the system. 

4. Conclusions 

"9C°h: -(1'1<; 0.pt • • 
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Figure 8 Example Output. 

Eitpert systems have potential in the concept design stages of energy system 
design. They can successfully encapsulate the abstract and experiential knowledge, 
charac1eristic of this kind of design. 

Evaluation of decisions or concept.~ is an essential part of any design and analysis 
programmes can and should be used for analysis of buildings and for evaluation of 
certaimies in design decisions. An interesting featLtre of the use of expert systems a1 
these early stages of the design, is that it now becomes more feasible to do analysis 
and simulations 1~at were previously considered too time consuming. Expert systems 
can be used as preprocessors of data and poslprocessors, where they analyse and make 
conclusions from output results . 

Expert systems have the ability to evaluate all suitable systems for selection. This is 
time consuming and tedious if performed by hand and in fact, is rarely ever done. 

Graphics, presently implemented in a simple way, is recognised as being of great 
importance to the future development of an expert system as this is the way engineer.; 
communicate their designs. 

This research provides a basic framework for future developments in the area of 
computer aided conceptual design of HY AC systems. The preliminary s1ages of the 
design have been implemented for a limited group of systems. Future developments 
should consider: 1he selcc1ion and configuration of further subsys1ems and components 
lower in the hierarchical tree. This will require expanding the knowledge base with 
knowledge of HV l\C subsystems and components to various levels of abstraction. 
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